Molecular Diversity of the West Nile Virus in
Montana
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West Nile Virus (WNV) was first
detected in Montana in 2002.
WNV is categorized as a single stranded,
positive sense RNA.
West Nile virus has evolved at a rate of
-3
about 0.85*10 substitutions per site per
year.
ENV gene is the most variable gene in
the WNV genome and is most commonly
used for phylogenetic analysis.
The ENV gene has a sequence length of
1575 nucleotides, which is around 14%
of the whole genome that consists of
about 11029 base pairs.
The gene product is a 53 kDa protein
that is the target for virus-neutralizing
antibodies in possible vaccination
efforts.
The goal of this study is to compare ENV
gene variation of West Nile virus found
within geographically distinct mosquito
populations across the state of Montana
and contribute to the larger project of
creating a risk assessment map for the
state of Montana.
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Mosquitoes were collected using CO2
baited traps then sorted into species
RNA extractions were done from pools
of ≤50 mosquitoes using the protocol
outlined by Black and DuTeau (2001).
Positive detection was done following
the protocol outlined in Lanciotti et al.
(2000).
RT-PCR amplification of 2 regions of
the ENV gene with primer sets 871 &
1700 BP and 1595 & 2666 BP with
template positive WNV pool samples
was performed using the protocol
outlined by Bertolotti et al., (2007).
Gel visualization was done on 1%
agarose gel with a 1000 bp ladder.
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Amplification of the expected size can be
seen in Figure 2 both for the 871 and 1700
base pair primer sets and the 1595 and
2666 base pair primer sets.
Hypothesis neither supported nor rejected
Refine protocol for future studies
Understanding the evolution and
diversification of WNV would better risk
predictions in our state
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Figure 1: Map of Montana indicating where risk of WNV is
most high. The black dots represent places where WNV has
been found. The green dots represent where WNV was found
the summer of 2019: Yellowstone, Sheridan, Blaine and Valley
Counties.
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Figure 2:Agarose gel visualizing RT-PCR products. Using 871 and
1700 base pair primer sets in rows 2-8 and 1595 and 2666 base pair
primer sets in row 10. The desired amplification length was 1071
BP for the first primer set. . The desired amplification length was
829 BP for the second primer set. Row 1 is 1000 BP ladder rows 9
and 11 are negative controls. All samples are products using
positive WNV template RNA from Sheridan, Blaine, Sheridan and
Yellowstone counties respectively.
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